Linear Two Tier Coffee Table

Coffee table books multiplying? The Linear Two Tier Coffee Table has both a top and bottom for a minimal look with maximum surface area.

Designed in New Zealand by Città
CARE/CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
To clean wipe with a soft damp cloth. Do not soak in water or allow water to stay sitting on the surface. Do not use abrasive cleaning products or materials. Keep dry and away from direct sunlight; direct heat; and humidity as these environments can cause cracking or warping.

MATERIAL
Mild Steel/Plywood/Oak Veneer

COLOUR
Black/Walnut Veneer
TSF0014

White/White Melamine
TSF0052

Black/Natural Oak Venner
TSF0017

DIMENSIONS
Packaged 83x83x83cmh
Assembled 80x80x35cmh

ASSEMBLY
Assembly not required

WEIGHT
Packaged 19kg
Assembled 16.5kg
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